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Abstract: One of the most important aspects in building an XML data warehouse is data cleaning 
and integration process. This paper presents a detailed methodology for cleaning data and 
integrating, especially useful for general situations when different-source documents are involved. 
Both situations whereby the XML documents have an associated XML Schema or they are just 
independent XML documents are considered in this paper.  We will also present systematic steps to 
follow and clear examples for each one of them. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Because of the extensive use of XML documents lately, developing XML data warehouses for 
future references has become a very important issue. Building an XML data warehouse may consist 
of the following steps: data cleaning and integration; data summarisation; creating intermediate 
XML documents; updating / linking existing documents and creating the complete data warehouse 
(refer to Fig. 1). The framework has been presented in [1]. This paper focuses on the first part of the 
methodology, that is data cleaning and integration. Data cleaning and integration is an important 
step in building a data warehouse as it minimises the number of occurrences of dirty data, errors, 
duplications or inconsistencies as much as possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Building XML data warehouse general process 
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More users are now considering XML language as being a strong and powerful tool, so it is widely 
used in a large variety of fields. This is why documents involved in building a data warehouse may 
be not single-sourced and various kinds of data representations can appear during the process. 
People who enter data and fill in the documents are not always aware of specific requirements, and 
subsequently they tend to use their native way to represent something. 
Our paper tries to find a way to resolve the most general and commonly spread conflict situations. 
We will consider cases whereby on the one side when XML document(s) analyzed have a schema 
and we want to obtain valid documents against that specific schema requirements and, on the other 
side, when we have only raw document(s) and we want to obtain clean data and a low level of 
redundancy but without having specific requirements to fulfill. We clearly state that in all these 
processes, user has a major contribution, especially in cases when decision to remove/delete data or 
transform them as needed should be taken.  
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief description of related work. Section 
3 presents our proposed techniques for data cleaning and integration in building XML data 
warehouse and gives some concrete examples and finally, section 4 discusses the strengths of the 
methods and brings conclusions. 

2. Related work 
 
There were few attempts to solve this problem of data cleaning automation, but most researchers 
were concentrated on databases field analysis.  
Authors of [2] presented a hybrid of two approaches, one considering federated schema and another 
one about using domain ontology, and their paper is based on using an ontology that explicitly 
captures knowledge about different types of semantic conflicts and propose ways to resolve them.  
 In [3], the aspect of data correctness is considered and the authors propose a solution where data-
cleaning application is modeled as a directed acyclic flow of transformations, applied to the source 
data. This framework consists of a platform offering three services: data transformation, multi-table 
matching and duplicate elimination, each service being supported by a shared kernel of four macro-
operators consisting of high-level SQL-like commands. The framework proposed addresses three 
main problems: object-identity, data entry errors and data inconsistencies across overlapping 
autonomous databases but the method covers only data cleaning in relational databases aspect. 
Our proposed method, with clear rules and steps to follow, is a very practical approach, useful for 
most of those who would like to clean their documents before starting any processing but have not 
identified any systematic techniques to do it comprehensively. 

3. Proposed techniques for data cleaning and integration 
 
As discussed in the introduction of this paper, we try to identify and analyze a few different types of 
conflicts which appear more often in XML documents. The number of possible conflicts is large, 
but those presented here are the most significant in many fields of development of an XML data 
warehouse. We will present a methodology for those conflicts which can be automatically removed, 
but user collaboration is vital, as in almost all cases he should decide on removing/changing an 
element or another.  
We have identified two major types of conflicts: schema level conflicts (an XML schema exits but 
the document is not fully in accordance with the schema�s specifications) or data level conflict 
(regardless of whether a schema exists or not, wrongly typed data into the documents can appear). 
We will analyze each of these types of conflicts, establishing rules to follow and giving examples on 
techniques which should be used for eliminate them in the next sections. 
 



 
3.1. Schema level conflicts  
 
The main purpose of an XML schema is to provide a structure on how to construct a specific XML 
document. In an XML schema, requirements regarding elements, attributes, hierarchy, data types, 
possible values (restrictions), order indicators, occurrence indicators etc. are clearly defined. When, 
there are inconsistencies from these requirements within the XML documents, we can say that we 
have �schema level conflicts�. 
Below is the list of the most significant set of schema level conflicts: 
 

Code Conflict  Description 
S1 Name conflict  Names assigned to elements and/or attributes vary 

during the document  
S2 Data type conflict Elements and/or attributes do not respect data type 

established in the schema 
S3 Schema restrictions conflict Order indicators, number of occurrences different 

from specifications 
 

Table1. Schema level conflicts 
 
When the documents will be validated against its schema, an error will be raised for each 
inconsistency. But the user may not be able to correct them one by one as they are raised, because in 
case of very large documents, a lot of precious time would be lost. Following we present a few steps 
and examples on how this schema level conflict-solving activity can be automated. The main 
difference from a usual XML schema validation is that these rules can be successfully applied to an 
XML document without an existing schema but with specific requirements to fulfill. 
 
3.1.1. Schema conflict S1 � name conflict  
 
This type of conflict appears when names assigned to elements and / or attributes vary during the 
document and do not correspond with names established in the schema.  
In XML, each element is identified by a name. Graphically it is represented quite similar with a tag 
in HTML (e.g. start tag <elem>, end tag </elem>), but the difference is while in HTML a tag 
specifies just the element format, XML name can specify the content of that element, so it can be 
easily understood what it refers to. Names of elements and attributes in XML documents are case 
sensitive. If an XML schema exists, it will specify these names, and the document(s) must always 
observe them. 
 
a) Rule: Name of elements and attributes in the document should match names specified in the 

schema: 
  

b) Procedure steps 
Step1. For each element in the document, we verify if its name exists in the list of elements and 
attributes in XML schema; and at the end we create a document which contains elements that 
are not found in the schema; 
Step2. For elements identified at step2, we will compare their uppercase-transformed names 
against the uppercase names from schema.  
Step3. If we find upper-case-equal names, there are two possibilities: it was a mistyping 
lowercase / uppercase ! ask user if he wants to replace the wrong name with the correct one; or 
there are two different elements ! user should be asked if he wants to extend the document 
schema or not; 

<name> ≠ <Name>  ≠ <NAME> 



Step4. For elements which are not found after upper-case search (step3) which are possibly new 
elements -> ask user if he wants to extend the document schema or not. 

 
c) Examples 
 Following, we will show code implementation, using XQuery, for each of steps described 

above. Step1 shows how to create a new document, with elements that are not found in the 
schema; step2 shows how to apply the upper-case function on elements found in step1 and to 
create another new document, containing all elements not found after upper-case search.  

 
Step1:  

 let $root:=doc(“mydocument.xml”)  -> my document root 
 let $schema:=doc(“schema_name.xml”) -> my schema root 
 let $bfound:=false 
 document{ 
 for $t in distinct-values($root//)  ! for each descendant of root 
 return { 
  for $p in distinct values ($schema//)  
  if $p/@name=$t  
  let $bfound:=true} 
 if not $bfound 
 return 
  <element>{$t}</element> 
  <exist>false</exist> 
 }  

(we will name the new created document as �document1.xml�) 
 
 Step2: We will use �upper-case($arg as xs:string?) as xs:string� function from XQuery, for 

elements in document1.xml (the output from Step1): 
 
 let d1:=doc(“document1.xml”)// 
 document { 
 for $p in distinct-values(d1/element) 
 return { 
  for $t in distinct-values($schema)    
   if upper-case($p/@name)=uppercase($t) 
   return $bfound } 
  if not $bfound 
  return 

 <element>{$t}</element> 
   <exist>false</exist> 
 } 

(we�ve just obtained �document2.xml�) 
 Steps 3,4. User decides if the schema is to be extended with the new elements or not. 
 
3.1.2. Schema conflict S2 � data type conflict  
 
This conflict appears when the actual contents of elements and / or attributes do not respect data 
type assigned for each of them in the schema.  
In XML schema, an element content type can be specified. For example, it can be a string (e.g. a 
name of a person), an integer (e.g. street number, number of children etc), a decimal number (e.g. a 
price), a date (e.g. date of birth, purchase date etc) so on. There can be situations where for different 
reasons (e.g. mistyping), an element is wrongly introduced in the document, for example a name 
�John2�, or a date of birth �15/O5/250O�, both of which are wrong. 
 



a) Rule: Data types must be the same with the specified data types in the schema. Furthermore, 
natural logic should be respected (for example, a telephone number will probably have �string� 
data type but it can have only digits, not letters, a name can contain only characters etc�).  

 
b) Procedure steps 
 Step1. Identifying types of elements in XML schema and what conditions they should fulfill.  

Step2. Starting from XML schema, we will create a document which will contain elements and 
their data types.  
Step3. We use the document created at Step2 to check if data type of elements in our raw XML 
document are respected. If not, we return a document, containing all wrong-type elements found 
in the initial document, to be corrected. 

 
c) Examples 
 Step1. We identified in our schema the most significant data types used and decide what checks 

should be carried out against them: 
" For numeric type, we take each elements declared as numeric in XML schema, extract its 

value from document and test if it is numeric; 
" Same procedure for other types (string, decimal etc) 
" For date type, we can perform the followings checks: if day is between 1 and 31, if month is 

between 1 and 12 and, depending of what the document refers to, we can check validity of 
the year ( e.g. if is about issued invoices in a company or contain dates of birth, date cannot 
be greater than current date); 
 
Step2. Creating �elementtype.xml�, which is a new document, with all elements and their 
data types, from schema: 
 
let $s:=doc(“myschema.xml//”) 
document  
{ 
 for $t in dictinct-values ($s/xsd:element) 
 if $t/@type=”xsd:string” 
 return 
  <string_element>{$t}</string_element> 
 ---(similar for xsd: integer, xsd:decimal)--- 
 if $t/@type=”xsd:date” 
 return 
  <date_element>{$t}</date_element> 
} 
 
Step3. We verify each element in our document against data types from previously created 
document, at Step2.   
 
let $d:=doc(“document.xml”)// 

 let $p:=doc(“elementtype.xml”)// 
 document 

{  
 for $t in distinct-values($p/string_element) 
  for $n in distinct-values($d/$t) 
   if not ($n instance of xsd:string) 
   return 
    <wrong_string>{$n}</wrong_string> 
 ---(similar for xsd: integer, xsd:decimal)--- 
 for $t in distinct-values($p/date_element) 
  for $n in distinct-values($d/$t) 



   if month($n)<1 and month($n)>12 
   return 
    <wrong_date>{$n}</wrong_date> 
   if day($n)<1 and day($n)>31 
   return 
    <wrong_date>{$n}</wrong_date>     
 if year($n)>get-year-from-date(current-date()) or $n>current_date() 
   return 
    <wrong_date>{$n}</wrong_date>} 

 
3.1.3. Schema conflict S3 � schema restrictions conflict  
 
This type of conflict appears when the structure of our document does not entirely respect schema 
specifications. We talking about: how many apparitions can an element have, how elements are 
embedded one into another, which is the correct sequence for them to appear, etc. 
In a XML document, elements can be embedded one into another. Container element is named 
�parent� and the contained element is named �child�. But user can decide, for example, that not all 
children elements should appear at a time or one element should appear at least twice, and so on. 
Furthermore, a user can be interested in how children elements appear in their parent, in a specific 
order or not. 
 

a) Rule: Order indicators and number of occurrences, if specified in the schema, should be 
respected. 

 
b) Procedure steps 
 Step1. Verify if order indicators are respected. They can be: all, choice, sequence. �All� 

indicate that child elements declared in it can appear in any order and each child element must 
occur only once. �Choice� indicates that either one element or another can occur, and if 
�sequence� indicator exists, elements inside it should appear only in the specified order; 

 Step2. In XML schema, number of occurrences of an element can be specified, for example 
minOccur=�1� & maxOccur=�20� means that at least one apparition of element should occur 
and no more than 20 occurences; 
" if minOccur=0 ! we don�t look for it; it may not appear 
" if minOccur=1 ! search if find at least 1 apparition 
" if minOccur=n ! search if find at least n occurrences 
" if maxOccur=1 ! search if only 1 apparition 
" if maxOccur=n ! search if number of occurrences lower than n  

 Step3. We verify how schema-specified hierarchy is observed. We analyse relationship between 
elements (child-parent, sibling etc). 

 
c) Examples 
 In this section we will show code implementation for each of steps described above. Step1 

shows how to check one from possible order indicators enumerated earlier, this is choice, step2 
shows how to verify number of occurrences for each element and step3 shows how to verify one 
possible relationship, and this is parent-child.  

 
 Step1. Verifying if �choice� restriction is fulfilled. 
 
 for $t in distinct-values ($s/xsd:choice)  
  let $np:=$t/../@name 
  let $n:=$t/@name 
  let $counta:=0 



  for $p in distinct-values($d/$np/$n) 
  let $counta:=$counta+1 
  if $counta<>0 
   let $countb:=0 
   for $p in distinct-values($t/..//) 
    if $p/@name<>$n 
     for $q in distinct-values($d/$np/$p) 
     let $countb:=$countb+1 
     if $countb<>0 
     return 
     <many_choices>{$q}</many_choices> 

  
 Step2. Verifying if number of occurrences is correct. 
 
 for $t in distinct-values($s/xsd:element) 
  if not(empty($t/@minOccurs))   
   let $m:=$t/@minOccurs 
   let $n:=$t/@name 
   let $countMin:=0 
   for $p in distinct-values($d/$n) 
    let $countMin:=$countMin+1 
   if $countMin<$m 
   return 
    <too_few_occur>{$n}</too_few_occur> 
  --- (similar for max number of occurences) --- 
 

Step3. Verifying if all elements and attributes are entered in their schema-specified hierarchy, for 
example: 
 
 
 
 

document  
{ 

 for $a in distinct-values($schema//) 
  if not (empty($a//)) 
  let $p:=$a/@name 
  for $m in disctinct-values($a//@name) 
  let $c:=$a//@name 
  return 
   <family>  
    <parent>{$a}</parent> 
    <child>{$c}</child> 
   </family> 
 } 

( we will name it �relationships.xml�) 
  
 document { 
 let $d:=doc(“document.xml”)  
 let $r:=doc(“relationships.xml”) 
 for $c in ($r/family/child) 
  let $p:=$c/../parent 
  let $bfound:=false 
  for $t in distinct-values($d//) 
  if $t=$c and not($c/../=$p) 
  return 

 <name>John</name> 
<address> 
 <street>15, New St.</street> 
 <city>Melbourne</city> 
 <state>VIC</state> 
</address> 

<name>John</name> 
<street>15, New St.</street> 
<city>Melbourne</city> 
<state>VIC</state> 
 

≠



   <wrong_parent>{$c}</wrong_parent> 

 
 
3.2. Data level conflicts  
 
Data level conflicts appear when there are differences on how elements are entered in our XML 
documents. We identify three types of data level conflicts: 
 
 

Code Conflict Description 
D1 Data value conflict Different ways to instantiate a certain element 
D2 Data unit conflict Same element can be instantiate using different 

measuring units in the document or in different 
documents in XML database 

D3 Data representation conflict Different structure used for an element 
instantiation ( e.g. date format) 

 
Table2. Data level conflicts 

 
These kinds of conflicts can appear in both situations described at the beginning of our paper (with 
or without existence of XML schema), and they can be solved in the same way. 
Firstly we show a few examples of each of data level conflicts types and then we present steps to 
follow in removing them and examples on how to apply those steps.  
 
3.2.1. Data Level Conflict D1 - Data value 
 
This kind of conflict appears when the actual content of an element is entered differently in the 
document. Sometimes it can be due to mistyping but more often it is just another way to express the 
same thing. If the same information is entered in the document in multiple ways, this can produce a 
high level of inconsistency when building the data warehouse.  
Bellow there are few examples: 
" a customer name was entered two or more times, by different departments in a store, in a 

different manner /order (surname&firstname, firstname&surname etc); 
" a country can be entered using different conventions, as entire name (�Australia�) or as an 

acronym (�Au� or �AU�);this can be the case of suburbs, too; 
" �price� can be entered in different ways, e.g. �10� or �$10� or �AUD10�; 
" a date ( e.g. �orderDate�) can have different formats (British, Australian, American or short 

year � yy, long year- yyyy etc) 
 
3.2.2. Data Level Conflict D2 - Data unit 
 
In the same way as data value conflict, data unit conflict appears because of using different 
measuring units when talking about some entities (e.g. volume, length, temperature). Examples: 
" �size� can be expressed using different measuring units (meters, centimetres etc) 
" volume can be expressed in litres, cube-meters etc. 
" the temperature can be expressed in Fahrenheit or Celsius degrees 

 
3.2.3. Data Level Conflict D2 - Data representation 
 
There are situations when different documents can contain different ways to use XML elements to 
express same specific information. Bellow is an example of how a date can be represented: as a 



single element, �date_of_birth�, or as a complex element, with children elements for �day�, 
�month� and �year�. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
or  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.4. Procedure Steps 
 
For all data level conflicts described above, the procedure steps and examples of how to implement 
the code to solve them are quite similar, so we will discuss them generally, during this section and 
the following one. 
In solving this kind of conflicts, our methodology is little different from solving schema level 
conflicts, because at this stage we don�t know against what we should correct our data. Few 
researchers tried to solve this in databases, and they proposed using a �federated schema� or 
�ontology� for verifying their data [2]. 
We propose to solve it by using a �dictionary�, builded considering those elements and attributes 
which can have different representation. For example, our dictionary will contain countries names 
(e.g. �Australia�) and their acronyms / abbreviations (e.g. �AU�), easy to transform from one to 
another. The dictionary will stand as a new documents and the user will decide, at the beginning of 
cleaning activity, what sort of information this document should include. We say that each possible 
value of each element/attribute name appearing in dictionary is an �instance�. The operation of 
finding an instance of a concept in the dictionary (�source�) and taking its correspondent instance 
value (�destination�) is named �translation�. A translation can consist from one or more operations.  
 
3.2.5. Examples 
 
If we consider Fig.2a) as �source� and Fig.2b) as �destination�, the translation will consist in three 
similar operations: 
- get-month-from-date (date_of_birth); 
- get-day-from-date (date_of_birth); 

 

date_of_birth 

employee 

salary 

address 

emp_ID 
name 

day 

month 

year 

<employee>
 <emp_ID>123</emp_ID> 
 <name>John</name> 
 <date_of_birth> 
  <day>15</day> 
  <month>05</month> 
  <year>1971</year> 

</date_of_birth> 
 <address>12, Swanston St.<address>  
 <salary>$1000</salary> 
</employee> 
 

Fig.2a) Date, represented as an element, and code example 

Fig.2b) Date, represented as an element with children, and code example 

<employee>
 <emp_ID>123</emp_ID> 
 <name>John</name> 
 <date_of_birth>15/05/1971</date_of_birth> 
 <address>12, Swanston St.<address>  
 <salary>$1000</salary> 
</employee> 

 

date_of_birth 

employee 

address 

salary 

emp_ID 
name 



- get-year-from-date (date_of_birth) 
 
Each of these operations� result will be �packed� in some new elements, future children of 
�date_of_birth� destination element.  
If we consider Fig.2b) as �source� and Fig.2a) as �destination�, the translation will consist in two 
operations: 
- concatenate string values extracted from <day>, <month> and <year> elements; 
- use a constructor for building a date from the result of concatenation, which will be 
�date_of_birth� element in the destination; one example of how constructor acts is: 
 xsd:date (�2000-01-01�)  ! date representing 1st of January, 2000 
 
In the same way, using the dictionary and translation operation, we obtain full-name of a country if 
we know the acronym and vice versa. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Our paper proposes a methodology for cleaning data during building a data warehouse for XML 
documents. Because sources of these documents are widely spread, the possibility to have dirty 
data, inconsistencies and errors is quite high. Automation of the cleaning activity is a very important 
issue, as it can save a lot of precious time and can substantially improve the quality of data obtained.  
In this paper, we have included practical rules, steps and examples to perform data cleaning. There 
is a high level of generalisation in our methodology, because steps and rules presented can be 
successfully applied in various fields. We have used XQuery to formulate code examples, because it 
is very flexible for processing XML documents and there are a lot of XPath functions developed, 
that are useful to perform different checks or transformations for the XML data [9]. 
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